Costing best
practices for
food producers

On the surface:
business looks great
Things are great at Foodco. They were tough in the beginning, but now
there's a steady supply of customers, and their signature product —
chocolate pecan clusters — is practically flying out the door.
Today's a typical day. A truckload of chocolate pecan clusters is being
prepared for shipment to a top overseas customer. When the truck is full,
it will take its goods to an airport facility, where eventually a plane will
carry the perishable goods to the customer’s home country.
Thanks to careful accounting of all the materials that went into the
clusters, Foodco knows that they pay their suppliers precisely $100 for
each pallet of pecan clusters they make. They also know that the typical
pallet requires 12 people-hours of labor to produce, and they know what
that costs, too. By crunching the numbers, they calculate their chocolate
pecan cluster margins at 8%: comfortably above the company’s 6% cost
of capital.
As the truck is being loaded, the phone rings. It's the customer who's
waiting for the candy. They just realized that Foodco now offers
chocolate cashew clusters, and they desperately want two pallets;
anything with cashews has always sold well for them. Foodco promises
it's not a problem. Bob is asked to put together two pallets of the new
chocolate pecan clusters. He grabs a couple of other people off the shop
floor to help get it done quickly. The truck driver is asked to wait while
Bob does his work, and in the end the extra pallets are squeezed on to
the nearly full truck and the door is shut. The last two pallets are added
to the invoice; everyone is happy.

Behind the scenes:
business is operating at a lost
That's because they don't know. They don't know that the half hour Bob
and his colleagues spent putting together that pallet cost the company
$120 in lost time. And while they do know that they were charged extra
while the truck waited, they're not bothered by it because they know it
was the right thing to do. They don't know that adding weight to their
typical truckload is going to impact their freight charges; they simply
forgot about that.
The upshot is that they don't know they are losing money. The extra
labor, waiting time and freight charges whittled their margin down to 5%
on that truckload — a full point below their cost of capital. With margins
so slim to begin with, it didn't take much to make that happen.
Foodco is losing money, and they don't even know it. Worse, this
shipment was not atypical. Foodco makes last-minute adjustments like
this all the time. It's part of their commitment to great customer service.
That’s the danger of not calculating your true costs. If you take costing
shortcuts, only one thing is certain: your margins are not what you think
they are.

Taking control:
Food cost calculations
The solution is simple in concept, but not in practice: use the right
costing methods. In essence, there are different ways you can calculate
your costs, and for any given situation there is an ideal costing method
that is more appropriate than the others. The following pages outline
the most critical costing methods and when it’s appropriate to use
each one.

Costing method facts
•
•
•
•

We are producing 100 individual units of the product;
Our material costs for producing 100 units is $251.10;
A batch takes 15 minutes to set up and two hours to run;
Manufacturing overhead is calculated at $0.75 per unit.

What happens when you don’t include all of the
costs of producting a lot
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Method 1:
work center standard rate per hour
This is the most straightforward method. A typical application for this method is when you have a
machine (like a mixer) that requires an operator to load ingredients and monitor the machine while it
produces a batch every few minutes. Things are simple here because the overhead usage is
relatively constant whenever the machine is on. When all items going through a particular work
center have the same labor and overhead costs, and there are no signiﬁcant changes to labor and
overhead hourly rates from one run to the next, this is the method to use; it captures what you need
to know without unnecessary complexity. Labor and overhead rates are expressed as a rate per
hour. Costs accumulate based on the setup hours and runtime hours of the work center.
Best application
All items going through a particular
work center have the same labor and
overhead costs, and there are no
signiﬁcant changes to labor and
overhead hourly rates from one run to
the next.

How are labor and
overhead costs applied?

Typical business scenario

Costs accumulate based on the work
center’s setup runtime hours.

An operator monitors running
equipment.

Time Cost Worksheet
Work / Machine Center Setup

Production Order Statictics

Summary
Capacity Cost
2.25 hours at $12/hr = $27
Capacity Overhead
2.25 hours at $3/hr = $6.75
Manufacturing Overhead
100 units at $0.75/ea = $75

Total Cost $359.85

Method 2:
work center standard rate per unit
The concept here is much as in the previous method, except here we focus on units produced rather
than on production time. Things here are still pretty straightforward. A typical application for this
method is when you have a production line that ends at a packaging station. Packaging time can be
affected by occasional production line slowdowns. If all the items being packaged have the same
ideal overhead costs with no variation from one run to the next, then we don’t want to capture
occasional slowdowns as contributing to the cost of the goods that were packaged during the
slowdown. That would make things more complicated with no beneﬁt. When all items going
through a particular work center have the same labor and overhead costs, and there are no signiﬁcant changes to labor and overhead per unit rates from one run to the next, this is the method to
use. The labor and overhead rates are expressed as a rate per unit. The costs accumulate based on
reporting the number of units produced at the speciﬁc work center.
Best application
All items going through a particular
work center have the same labor and
overhead costs per unit, with no
signiﬁcant changes to labor and
overhead per unit rates from one run
to the next.

How are labor and
overhead costs applied?
Costs accumulate based on the
quantity produced at a speciﬁc work
center.

Typical business scenario
An operator is packaging ﬁnished
goods at the end of the production
line that occasionally slows down due
to upstream holdups. We don’t want to
recalculate the cost of each unit based
on these occasional slowdowns; we
want the same overhead allocated to
all units produced.

Time Cost Worksheet
Work / Machine Center Setup

Production Order Statictics

Summary
Capacity Cost
100 units at $12/hr = $1,200
Capacity Overhead
100 units at $3/hr = $300
Manufacturing Overhead
100 units at $0.75/ea = $75

Total Cost $1,826.10

Method 3:
Routing operation standard rate per hour
Things get more complicated with this method, but in the right kind of scenario, it’s the best way to
measure your actual production costs. The right time to use this method is when two or more products share a common production process and labor and overhead rates, but one consumes more
labor and overhead than the other. In this scenario, it isn’t important to separate labor costs and
overhead costs, so they’re grouped together as one cost. The two products will have different costs
in the end because the amount of overhead is not the same for both, even though they both incur
the same overhead rate. When the hourly overhead rates are the same for different products that
share a production process, but the amount of labor is different from one product to the next, this
costing method captures an accurate picture of your true production costs. As with the previous
methods, it’s important that there are no signiﬁcant changes in the hourly rate from one run to the
next. For example, if Product A requires 30 minutes of a packer’s time while Product B requires 15
minutes, those incur the same overhead rate because the packer is paid the same hourly rate in both
scenarios. If product B required 15 minutes of a manager’s time, the hourly rate would be different
and this method would no longer be ideal.
How are labor and
overhead costs applied?

Best application
All items going through a particular
production process (the routing
operations) have the same labor and
overhead hourly rate, with no
signiﬁcant changes to labor and
overhead hourly rates from one run to
the next.

Costs accumulate based on the
routing operations’ setup and runtime
hours.

Typical business scenario
A blending operation requires one
operator to load ingredients when
running product A, but it requires two
operators when running product B
due to the speed of the line. Although
the work center is the same for both
products, the labor and overhead
costs vary by product based on an
hourly rate.

Time Cost Worksheet
Work / Machine Center Setup

Routing

Capacity Cost: 2.25 hours at $15/hr = $33.75
Capacity Overhead: 2.25 hours at $0/hr = $0
Manufacturing Overhead: 100 units at $0.75/ea = $75

Total Cost $359.85

Production Order Statictics

Method 4:
A hybrid of Methods 2 and 3
This method is very similar to Method 3, except here only the labor costs vary between the Products
A and B. Recall that in Method 3, both the labor and overhead costs varied between Products A and
B. The right time to use this method is when two or more products share a common production
process and labor and overhead rates, but one consumes more labor and overhead than the other.
In this scenario, it isn’t important to separate labor costs and overhead costs, so they’re grouped
together as one cost. The two products will have different costs in the end because the amount of
overhead is not the same for both, even though they both incur the same overhead rate.

Best application
All items going through a particular
production process (the routing
operations) have the same labor and
overhead hourly rate, with no
signiﬁcant changes to labor and
overhead hourly rates from one run to
the next.

How are labor and
overhead costs applied?
Costs accumulate based on the
routing operations’ setup and runtime
hours.

Typical business scenario
A blending operation requires one
operator to load ingredients when
running product A, but it requires two
operators when running product B
due to the speed of the line. Although
the work center is the same for both
products, the labor and overhead
costs vary by product based on an
hourly rate.

Time Cost Worksheet
Work / Machine Center Setup

Routing

Summary
Capacity Cost:
2.25 hours at $12/hr = $27
Capacity Overhead:
2.25 hours at $3/hr = $6.75
Manufacturing Overhead:
100 units at $0.75/ea = $75

Production Order Statictics

Total Cost $359.85

Method 5:
Production bill of materials (BOM)
Our ﬁnal costing method provides the most ﬂexibility, for when labor and overhead rates are
constantly changing. That can happen, for example, when there’s wide variation in the quality of
inputs, meaning some products cost more to produce than their seemingly identical neighbors.
Products that begin as fresh produce are a good example. The quality and size of the produce can
have a big impact on the labor needed to turn it into a ﬁnished product. The essential principle with
this method is that labor and overhead are treated as items on the bill of materials. Essentially, they are
ingredients. That gives you maximum ﬂexibility to respond to ﬂuctuating costs by adjusting the BOM.
Best application
When labor and overhead rates are
continually changing from one
production run to the next.

How are labor and
overhead costs applied?
The labor and overhead rates are
expressed as items on the production
bill of materials, similar to other
ingredients and packaging. Rates can
be expressed in hours or units
produced, and the costs accumulate
based on reporting consumption of
labor and overhead components.

Typical business scenario
The sorting operation typically
requires two operators when the
produce being sorted is in season.
However, regularly a lower quality
pallet will need sorting, requiring
requires additional labor. Once the
pallet is sorted, the line returns to the
normal two operators. The labor costs
can vary dramatically for the same
product depending on the raw
material being sorted. Labor and
overhead ﬂuctuations need to be
tracked and applied against the
ﬁnished product.

Time Cost Worksheet
Bill or Material

Production Order Statictics

Summary
Material Cost
Additional $33.75 for
2.25 hours of labor and
overhead units consumed.
Capacity Cost
$0
Capacity Overhead
$0
Manufacturing Overhead
100 units at $0.75/ea = $75

Total Cost $359.85

Apply these methods:
reclaim lost operational costs
Now that you know the top costing methods used in the food
production industry, give some thought as to which ones are most
appropriate for your operation, and begin applying them as soon as
possible. Only then can you know your true costs and margins with
precision, and make effective tactical and strategic business decisions
accordingly.
If these methods are new to you, you may want to get some help from
an industry expert (you want more than just costing expertise — you
want speciﬁc expertise with the nuances of costing in the food
industry). The investment in getting this right can quickly pay for itself,
so do consider outside expertise if the subject matter of this
whitepaper is new to you. Having business software that’s effective,
ﬂexible and easy to use will also contribute to making precise costing
possible and practical.

Do food better.
JustFood business management software helps food processors and
food distributors lower inventory costs, streamline operations and
improve food safety.
www.justfooderp.com
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